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The authors regret to inform that in the last paragraph of the
Section 3.2. describing the vaccine efficacy the section:

‘‘There were three confirmed HZ cases (one in MMR + V group
and two in MMR group); all were mild and all children had a pre-
vious PCR-confirmed varicella case; three confirmed HZ cases
tested positive for the wild-type virus. The interval between the
onset of primary disease and the onset of HZ was between 15
and 57 months. Two cases (one in MMR + V and one in MMR
group) had papular and one (MMR group) had vesicular lesions.”
is incorrect due to a mistake in the number of confirmed HZ cases
reported. The correct section is:

‘‘There were four confirmed HZ cases (two in MMR + V group
and two in MMR group); all were mild and all children had a pre-
vious PCR-confirmed varicella case; three confirmed HZ cases
tested positive for the wild-type virus. The interval between the
onset of primary disease and the onset of HZ was between 15
and 57 months. Two cases (one in MMR + V and one in MMR
group) had papular and two cases (one in MMR + V and one in
MMR group) had vesicular lesions.”

While this does not impact neither the results of the study and
its significance nor the conclusion, we thought that was important
to notify it in order to be aligned with what is mentioned in the
conclusion of the abstract.

The authors would like to apologise for any inconvenience
caused.
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